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a b s t r a c t 

Most current methods for character skinning can be categorized into 1) geometric techniques, which are 

fast and easy to use but often lack physical realism, 2) data-driven approaches, which require a large 

set of examples that are tedious to edit, and 3) physics-based methods, which are highly realistic but 

slow and difficult to use. Recently introduced geometric Implicit Skinning methods can solve contact in- 

teractions and skin elasticity with results comparable to physics-based simulation in real-time. In this 

paper we introduce an animation method that adds anatomical plausibility while benefiting from the 

advantages of Implicit Skinning. We propose an efficient way to model muscle primitives with implicit 

surfaces. Volumetric extrusions of individual muscles are attached to muscle center lines simulated with 

a fast, low-dimensional physics-based approach (Position Based Dynamics of one-dimensional line seg- 

ments). This combination of physics-based simulation with implicit modeling allows us to elegantly re- 

solve muscle-muscle and muscle-bone collisions and add dynamic effects such as flesh jiggling while 

guaranteeing volume preservation (which is a property of real biological muscles) and producing visually 

plausible skin-skin contact behavior. Our method runs at interactive frame-rates and features intuitive 

modeling parameters which allow animators to quickly explore a variety of designs and physics-based 

effects. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Character animation is a central component of animated digi-

al media such as films, computer games, and virtual reality. How-

ver, the production of compelling and appealing deformations of

 virtual character to imbue it with life remains very challenging

ue to the complexity of the human (or humanoid) body, which

s composed of bones, muscles and soft tissues. Specific challenges

nclude run-time performance and parameter tuning. Ideally, the

esulting deformation models should run interactively on com-

odity machines and rely only on intuitive parameters with pre-

ictable outcomes on the result. While providing basic skeletal

rticulation is mandatory to produce animated characters, taking

nto account the motion of the underlying anatomy significantly

ncreases the realism of the final animation. Existing methods sim-

lating the behavior of all anatomic tissues exist, but they require

xtensive computational resources, limiting their use in interactive

pplications. 
∗ Corresponding authors. 
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In this paper, we explore the idea of adding muscle defor-

ations to skeleton-based geometric skinning approaches. We fo-

us specifically on modeling the muscle’s shape deformation when

hey contract, expand and activate under effort. Unlike fat tissues,

uscles tend to stay very tense and stiff. We model their elasticity

ith a dynamic simulation. 

Three main families of techniques have been considered to fol-

ow this direction by extending Linear Blend Skinning (LBS) [1] or

ual Quaternion Skinning (DQS) [2] . The first are pose-based ap-

roaches, based on modeling and animation tools, allowing users

o edit the character skin in user-specified key poses [3] . Despite

eing very general and enabling users to model arbitrary skin de-

ormations, manual sculpting is very time-consuming and tedious,

specially if similar edits need to be repeated multiple times. A

econd family of methods uses muscle primitives which are po-

itioned inside the character body and act as deformers gener-

ting additional skin deformations, usually designed to preserve

olume. Geometric modeling of muscles provides interactive pa-

ameter tuning [4] . However, deformation parameters are often

edious to set and the resulting skinning solution is subject to

he well-known Linear Blend Skinning (LBS) and Dual Quaternion

kinning (DQS) limitations, i.e., no skin-contact deformation and

olume loss or gain near joints. The third family is represented

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cag.2018.10.013
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/cag
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.cag.2018.10.013&domain=pdf
mailto:val.roussellet@gmail.com
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Fig. 1. On the left, the muscular and bone structure of the character are shown in the bottom inset. These muscles are represented by new implicit primitives deforming at 

constant volume with elasticity and collisions computed with Position Based Dynamics. On the right, the different poses of the character jumping illustrate the change in 

muscle shape due to activation/relaxation, stretch/elongation and the result of the muscle-bone collision resolution. Our muscles adequately seamlessly fit into the Implicit 

Skinning framework, allowing us to produce character animation with skin contact and elasticity. 
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by data-driven methods, which learn a set of mesh deformers

from captured data [5,6] . However, the produced deformations are

limited by the extent of the training set and the difficulty to artis-

tically control the results. 

Our contribution is an approach that combines the advantages

of muscle primitive deformers with an interactive geometric skin-

ning technique producing high-quality skin deformation including

contact handling ( Fig. 1 ). We rely on Implicit Skinning [7,8] to re-

solve self-intersections and represent skin elasticity. However, un-

like Implicit Skinning, in this paper we also consider several im-

portant phenomena contributing to muscle and skin shape, such

as muscle-muscle and muscle-bone collisions and dynamic effects

induced by the skeletal motion. 

Our technical contributions are two-fold: first, we introduce new

muscle primitives mimicking the shape and deformation of real

muscles (including bulging, deflation, and activation), ranging from

relatively simple ones such as the biceps to more complicated pec-

toral muscles. During animation, our muscles maintain nearly con-

stant volume. We define our muscles as curve-sweep surfaces, with

the dynamics of the curves guided by Position Based Dynamics [9] .

The use of 3D scalar fields for our muscle primitives enables the

integration of these muscles in the Implicit Skinning framework,

which provides fast skin-skin contact modeling. The implicit repre-

sentation of muscles is also perfectly suited for collision response,

allowing us to efficiently resolve muscle-bone and muscle-muscle

collisions. 

Secondly, we show how to adequately integrate our muscle

primitives in the Implicit Skinning framework so that the final

skinning solution naturally benefits from its skin contact resolu-

tion. 

In our implementation, muscle shapes and dynamic behavior

are controlled by a small set of intuitive parameters, avoiding the

need for tedious sculpting of corrective shapes (as in pose-based

methods), as well as expensive computational cost and compli-

cated parameter tuning of physical simulation techniques. During

the rigging phase, setting the skinning parameters can be done in-

teractively and the total computation time of our method, given a

character including more than fifty animated muscles, is less than

a second per frame on a standard CPU. 

2. Related work 

The production of plausible skin-muscle deformations from

skeletal motion is a long standing problem in computer animation

and several types of approaches emerged in previous work. 
apture-based methods. Data-driven methods [10] can be divided

nto 1) methods where artists directly craft the data such as target

kin or muscle shapes and 2) methods based on capturing data of

eal subjects, e.g., using 3D scanning or motion capture. Seminal

ork in the latter category introduced statistical shape models ex-

laining both body and pose-based variations [11–13] . Subsequent

ork focused on capturing and modeling flesh and muscle motion

sing traditional motion capture systems [14,15] or multi-camera

etups with dots painted on the skin [16] . Loper et al. [17] showed

ow realistic pose and body shapes can be extracted from stan-

ard motion capture markers by using a data-driven human body

odel, and Tsoli et al. [18] focused on capture-based modeling of

reathing. Fast models for real-time applications rely on combin-

ng linear blend shapes [19] , rotation regression [6] or helper-bone

igs that have proven useful for delivering effects such as muscle

ulging [5,20] . Another exciting strand of current research is learn-

ng dynamics from data, either using statistical methods [21] or

y combining statistical methods with physics-based simulation

22] . The most recent work [22] is starting to show promise of

eing able to generalize to imaginary artist-designed characters.

onetheless, capture-based methods are generally limited by the

vailability of real-world human subjects. 

hysics-based methods. The advantages of biomechanical modeling

f the human body have been recognized early on in computer

raphics [23–27] . More recently, realistic Finite Element-based sim-

lation of flesh has been explored [28,29] and extended into a

omprehensive biomechanical upper-body model [30] . Biomechan-

cal models are usually more focused on accurate computation of

he force exerted by muscles and less on their mass or shape

31,32] . These models have been used to represent the underly-

ng tendons and muscles of an anatomy-based model to create re-

listic skin deformation of the hand [33,34] . Advanced numerical

imulation methods have been developed for production environ-

ents [35,36] . Fan et al. [37] explored an Eulerian-on-Lagrangian

pproach to simulate musculoskeletal systems, extended to ten-

ons by Sachdeva et al. [38] . 

An important advantage of physics-based simulation is the au-

omatic handling of skin contact, e.g., when bending the elbow,

hich is tedious to model accurately with data-driven methods.

he main concern of physics-based methods is speed, which mo-

ivated the development of fast physics-based methods capable

f handling collisions [39] . More recent works explore the use of

hysics-based simulation in modeling [40] and the combination of

hysics-based and data-driven methods [22,41] . 
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Fig. 2. Influence of our muscle deformations on Implicit Skinning. Starting from an 

input pose (a), the muscle is activated (b) and the arm flexed (c). All along, the 

primitives preserve their volumes and are deformed to avoid collisions. The shape 

of the muscle central line (in green) is deformed using Position Based Dynamics 

(PBD) [9] . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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eometric methods. The need for producing animations of both re-

listic and stylized characters led to the development of various

kinning methods providing interactive and intuitive user control.

hese methods usually start with geometric techniques to produce

ose-based articulation [1,42–49] , which can be subsequently en-

iched with artist-provided “correctives” in a set of poses to pro- 

uce flesh-like effects such as muscle bulging [3,50,51] . Finite Ele-

ent Methods with model reduction in the rig-space [52] or in the

ose-space domain [53] may be used to help the artist. However,

reating corrective shapes to achieve the desired anatomical effects

emains very tedious [54] . Although these methods are included

n several commercial simulation packages such as Maya Mus-

le [55] and Weta’s Tissue System [56] , setting up musculoskeletal

odels with adequate physical properties is time-consuming even

or experienced artists. 

To avoid the manual modeling of muscle deformations in key

oses, muscles may be represented by geometric primitives us-

ng parametric ellipses or more elaborated sweeping objects [4,57] .

uscles are deformed at constant volume [58] and muscle dy-

amics can be added by representing the muscle sweeping axis

ith a mass-spring system [59] . Muscle transformations are then

eighted over the mesh representing the skin. In a similar spirit,

yun et al. [60] represented the character body with radial sec-

ions that are deformed by the muscle primitives. A contact plane

s also introduced to resolve self-collisions at simple joints, i.e.,

lbows and knees. Finally, Leclercq et al. [61] proposed to repre-

ent the muscles as elliptic scalar fields. Even though fast to com-

ute, these approaches do not resolve muscle-bone collisions that

re required for realistic muscle deformation at complicated joints

e.g. the shoulder). In general, they also do not handle skin self-

ollisions and skin elasticity. 

. Technical background 

Let us briefly summarize the basic concepts of Implicit Skin-

ing [8] and introduce the corresponding notation. The input is

n animated skeleton with the mesh representing the animated

haracter equipped with skinning weights and segmented accord-

ng to skeletal bones. This segmentation associates a part defined

y a set of mesh vertices to each bone, each of them represent-

ng an articulated body part(finger phalanx, upper and lower arm,

high, leg, torso, etc.). In Implicit Skinning, each part is approxi-

ated with an isosurface in a 3D scalar field with compact support

f j : R 

3 → R . Vaillant et al. [7] use Hermite-Radial-Basis-Functions

HRBF) [62] to define these scalar fields f j for their natural ability

o approximate positions and normals with smooth scalar fields.

ollowing the standard convention used in compact support im-

licit surface modeling [63] , the approximating isosurface of f j is

he 0.5-isosurface. 

By composing this set of by-part scalar fields f j , a single

calar field f representing the entire character skin is then de-

ned [64,65] . Specific compositions achieve desirable deformations

f the 0.5-isosurface of f at joints, and include a contact surface

here the skin self-collides during its animation. At this step, each

esh vertex stores its initial field value in f . 

At run-time, the mesh is incrementally animated (i.e., each an-

mation frame provides the initial pose for the computation of

he following one) via geometric skinning and, simultaneously, the

eld function f by applying rigid transformations to the underly-

ng field functions f j . The mesh vertices then march following the

radient of f with interleaved tangential relaxations minimizing a

odified As-Rigid-As-Possible (ARAP) energy [66] until they reach

heir initial field value. 
. Overview 

In this paper, we present a new type of muscle primitives and a

ay to embed them into the Implicit Skinning framework [8] . The

ey idea of Implicit Skinning is to produce the skin deformation

n the 0.5-isosurface of f (representing the character) and let the

esh track these deformations while maintaining its elasticity. In

rder to insert muscle dynamics into this framework, we propose

o modify the definition of the scalar fields f j attached to the bones

n order to include muscle deformations. Doing so, the field f (and

hus the mesh after tracking) also includes these deformations and

elf-contact surfaces by composition of scalar fields f j . 

We thus define muscle shapes and dynamics using new field

unctions f M 

( Sections 5 and 6 ), and insert them as additional

rimitives in the definition of fields f j ( Section 7 ). Muscle primi-

ives are parameterized as follows (see Fig. 3 ): 

• two extremity points: the origin m 0 and the insertion m 1 , at-

tached relatively to the bones of the animation skeleton and

moving kinematically ( Section 5.1 ), 
• a set of user parameters to control the muscle geometry, e.g.

longitudinal/radial profiles and volume ( Section 5.2 ), 
• a rest shape, an activated shape, and a shape interpolation

scheme at constant volume to smooth the transition between

these two muscle states ( Fig. 2 and Section 5.2 ), 
• a set of particles to simulate elastic deformation of the mus-

cle, resolve muscle-muscle and muscle-bone collisions and add

dynamics effects using Position Based Dynamics ( Section 6 ). 

. Muscle primitive 

The range of shapes that our muscle model produces relies on

ts adequation to the muscle shapes provided in an anatomic hu-

an model [67] , the set of muscle shapes and deformations cur-

ently used in the computer graphics literature [37,68] , and the

apacity of the representation to satisfy our technical (collisions,

nsertion in the Implicit Skinning) and performance requirements. 

We propose a formulation producing fusiform muscles defined

y swept primitives with a minimal number of user parameters:
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Fig. 3. Schematic view of our muscle primitive with notations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Orthogonal projection Our projection operator

Fig. 4. Comparison between standard point-to-segment orthogonal projection, and 

ours. Colors are computed w.r.t. the curvilinear axis s (proj( q )). Note the discontinu- 

ities appearing when using standard orthogonal projection. 
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two parameters for the longitudinal and one for the radial pro-

file, with a scaling parameter. Our model is able to change from

rest to activation shape at constant volume. More complex muscles

are represented by combining multiple primitives, as explained in

Section 5.3 . We present the details of our muscle model in this

section and discuss the user parameters in Sections 8.3 and 8.4 . 

5.1. Model 

We initially define a muscle M as a scalar field f M 

: R 

3 → R

constructed by sweeping a profile function R along a central poly-

line C (see Fig. 3 for notations). We design f M 

as a smooth distance

field with 0-isovalues describing the muscle boundaries. 

The evaluation of f M 

at a point q consists of three steps detailed

below: construction of the central polyline C , projection of q on C 

to compute the distance d(q , C ) , and evaluation of the sweeping

profile function R ( q ). The value of the scalar field at any point q is

then given by 

f M 

(q ) = d(q , C ) − R (q ) . (1)

Central polyline construction. The two endpoints m 0 and m 1 of the

muscle primitive are each attached to an animation bone, so they

move kinematically during the animation. The line segment [ m 0 ,

m 1 ] is divided into N parts with intermediate control points p i .

The resulting polyline C is parameterized by s ∈ [0, 1], and we de-

note as s ( q ) the curvilinear parameter of the projection of q on C .

In order to model muscles with elliptic profiles, the polyline is ori-

ented at each endpoint by given normal vectors n m 0 
and n m 1 

. We

associate to each control point of the polyline p i a normal vector

n i , defined as follows: 

1. we compute an interpolated normal vector by spherical linear

interpolation of the normal vectors of the two endpoints, 

2. we project this interpolated vector on the plane spanning p i −1 ,

p i and p i + 1 to account for the local twist of the polyline. If

these three points are aligned, we interpolate the normals of

the two closest polyline control points for which they are de-

fined. 

The polyline normal at s ( q ) is then computed by spherical linear

interpolation of the control point normals n i , n i + 1 of the polyline

segment it belongs to. 

Projection operator and distance to polyline. The projection of a

query point q on C is a critical step of our approach, as it shapes

the properties (e.g. continuity) of the distance function d , and thus

the primitive scalar field (see Eq. (1) ). The distance function d is

defined as follows: 

d(q , C ) = ‖ 

q − proj (q , C ) ‖ 2 . 

As shown in Fig. 4 (left), projecting the query point on the closest

segment yields discontinuities in the interior regions of the dihe-
ral angles formed by the segments of the polyline. Similar prob-

ems arise also with interpolation on triangle meshes [69,70] . 

We fix this problem by reparameterizing the projection on the

reas where a point q projects on the interior of two consecutive

egments using the cotangent of the angles λi and λi +1 formed be-

ween the point and the two segments, as illustrated in the right

nset. The projection algorithm is detailed in algorithm 1 . As shown

n Fig. 4 (right), our operator does not exhibit discontinuities and

llows projection onto the polyline vertices even in the interior re-

ions of the dihedral angles formed by the segments of the poly-

ine. 

lgorithm 1 Reparameterization of the polyline projection. 

for all segments [ P i , P i + 1 ] of C do 

compute h i , the nearest point from q to the segment and s i its

parameter 

end for 

Let h be the nearest point from q among all h i , and s h its pa-

rameter. 

if ∃ i such as (( h = h i or h = h i +1 ) and (none of h i , h i +1 belongs

to { p 0 .. p N } )) then 

s (q ) = 

s i cot λi + s i +1 cot λi +1 

cot λi + cot λi +1 

else 

s (q ) = s h 
end if 

return C (s (q )) 

weep surface. The sweep surface is defined by “sweeping” a pro-

le function R ( q ) along C . In order to describe the overall shape of

usiform muscles, we parametrize R ( q ) w.r.t. 

• s ( q ), the curvilinear parameter, 
• θ ( q ), the angle between the polyline normal at s ( q ) and the

vector q − proj (q , C ) ( Fig. 3 ). 

We specify R to be separable to enable easy evaluation of the

uscle’s volume, i.e., 

 (q ) = w �( s ( q ) ) r ( θ ( q ) ) , (2)

here �( s ) represents the distribution of mass along the axis, r

epresents the polar profile of the muscle and w is a width scale

actor. A sufficient condition for the muscle volume to remain con-

tant is ensuring that 
∫ 1 

0 ( �(s ) ) 2 d s and 

∫ 2 π
0 ( r(θ ) ) 2 d θ are con-

tants, as will be shown in the next section. We define our func-

ions � and r so that these integrals both equal 1. 
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Fig. 5. Elliptic profiles at constant area for different values of the ellipse eccentric- 

ity e . 

Fig. 6. Profiles of the � function for α0 = β0 = 3 and (α1 , β1 ) = (4 , 7) . 
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o  
.2. High level shape parameters 

The shape of our muscle primitive is defined by the muscle cen-

ral polyline C , the scale factor w, and the two sweeping functions

 and �. In this section we discuss how these parameters offer

ontrol over 1) the muscle volume, 2) the longitudinal and radial

hape profiles, 3) rest/activation muscle shapes. Parameters con-

rolling the muscle shape are detailed in Section 8.4 . 

olume. When C is a straight line we can evaluate the volume of

he muscle in cylindrical coordinates as 

 = 

∫ 1 

s =0 

∫ 2 π

θ=0 

∫ w �(s ) r(θ ) 

ρ=0 

ρd ρ d θ ld s = πw 

2 l, (3)

here l is the length of the polyline C (see the derivation details

n Appendix A ). When the muscle length l changes during the ani-

ation, we simply recompute the scale w = 

√ 

V/π l in Eq. (2) . This

akes the muscle inflate when it contracts and shrink when it is

tretched, with constant volume (see Fig. 2 , top row). Our volume

omputation is global and performed on a straight polyline C , it

hus becomes approximate when C is curved. In practice the vol-

me loss due to the polyline curvature is indiscernible (around 1–

% in our experiments, see Section 8.2 ). Note that local compu-

ations could be considered for a more accurate volume conser-

ation, but this would involve significant computations for a very

ubtle effect on our muscle parameters adjustment. 

hape longitudinal profile. We define �, the distribution of mass

long the muscle axis, as 

(s ) = ϕ(α, β; s ) , 

here α, β are scalar parameters controlling the shape of the pro-

le. Our definition of ϕ is inspired by the Euler beta function , as

t provides geometric profiles similar to muscle shapes. According

o Eq. (3) , volume conservation is guaranteed when the integral of

he square of our base function is constant, regardless of α and β .

e thus define 

(α, β; s ) = 

ϕ 0 (α, β; s ) 

‖ 

ϕ 0 (α, β; s ) ‖ 2 

, 

here ϕ0 is defined for s ∈ [0, 1] as 

 0 (α, β; s ) = s α−1 (1 − s ) β−1 . 

s such, ϕ( α, β; s ) can be explicitly written as 

(α, β; s ) = 

s α−1 (1 − s ) β−1 √ ∫ 1 
0 y 2(α−1) (1 − y ) 2(β−1) d y 

. (4)

n principle, α and β can be any positive numbers. For muscle pro-

les we consider only integer values for efficiency of evaluation.

e additionally impose α > 1 and β > 1 to yield a function where

(0) = ϕ(1) = 0 , and α ≤ 9 and β ≤ 9, larger values leading to very

harp profiles that do not correspond to realistic muscle shapes.

ote that the denominator of Eq. (4) is independent of s and can

e pre-computed for all allowed values of α and β using the Euler

eta function . 

The ratio α/ β controls the asymmetry of the shape (with the

istribution being symmetric for α = β) while the individual val-

es of α and β control the sharpness of the function’s rise on each

ide, as illustrated by Fig. A.16 in the Appendix. 

hape radial profile. In our muscle representation, the radial profile

s elliptic and controllable by a single parameter, the ellipse eccen-

ricity e as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Formally, we set r to be an ellipse

f semi-axis lengths u and v : 
(θ ) = 

u v √ 

u 

2 cos 2 θ + v 2 sin 

2 θ
. (5) 

he ellipse parameters u and v are directly computed from the ec-

entricity e so that the product u v = 1 (i.e., the area of the ellipse

s always equal to that of a circle of radius 1): 

 = 

4 
√ 

(1 − e 2 ) v = 1 /u. 

est and activation shapes. When modeling a muscle, there are two

hapes to control the muscle state during the animation: the rest

hape corresponding to a relaxed state of the muscle fibers and

he activation shape corresponding to an increase of tension in the

uscle fibers. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) changing of state

oes not require a change in muscle length, it is an abrupt mod-

fication of muscle shape (i.e longitudinal and radial profiles) that

an be smoothed over a small sequence of frames by an interpola-

ion at constant volume. 

We propose to model this change of muscle state by interpolat-

ng between the two sets of shape parameters ( α0 , β0 , e 0 ) and ( α1 ,

1 , e 1 ). We use a ∈ [0, 1] to denote the interpolation parameter. By

onvention, the rest shape of the muscle corresponds to a = 0 , and

ull activation to a = 1 . While parameters e 0 and e 1 are linearly in-

erpolated, we need to re-normalize the interpolation of the pairs

0 , β0 and α1 , β1 to preserve volume. This is done as follows: 

(s ) = 

(1 − a ) ϕ(α0 , β0 , s ) + aϕ(α1 , β1 , s ) √ 

F ( a ) 
, 

here 

 (a ) = 

∫ 1 

0 
( (1 − a ) ϕ(α0 , β0 ; s ) + aϕ(α1 , β1 ; s ) ) 2 d s. 

hile the value of F might appear to be expensive to compute for

ach a , it can be formulated as 

 (a ) = (1 − a ) 2 + a 2 + 2 a (1 − a ) K(α0 , α1 , β0 , β1 ) , 

here K is a constant term which can be expressed in terms of the

uler beta function B 

(α0 , α1 , β0 , β1 ) = 

B (α0 + α1 − 1 , β0 + β1 − 1) √ 

B (2 α0 − 1 , 2 β0 − 1) B (2 α1 − 1 , 2 β1 − 1) 
, 

see derivation in Appendix B ). In practice, K can be precomputed

nd tabulated in preprocessing, resulting in fast runtime evalua-

ions. Fig. 6 shows an example family of functions � at various

evels of interpolation a . 

.3. Extension to non-fusiform muscles 

This model produces fusiform muscles such as biceps brachii

f the upper limb or quadriceps from the lower limb. To model
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Fig. 7. Pectoral (green) and shoulder (blue) muscles represented by sets of fusiform 

fibers. In this case, shoulder muscles collide against each other, while the pectorals 

are allowed to overlap to better approximate the desired shape. (For interpretation 

of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 

Muscle elasticity Muscle-Bone Muscle-Muscle Muscle-Skin

Fig. 8. Constraints used to model muscle properties and interactions with sur- 

rounding elements. 
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more complex muscles such as the pectoralis major , we follow a

method similar to the one proposed by Scheepers et al. [57] and

Murai et al. [71] . We represent these muscles by instancing sev-

eral fusiform shapes, each integrating a set of muscle fibers. Fig. 7

shows an example of pectoral and shoulder muscles. Depending

on the desired deformation effects, muscle collisions can be ig-

nored ( Fig. 7 between green muscles) or enabled as explained in

Section 6.3 ( Fig. 7 between blue muscles). 

6. Dynamic muscle deformations 

In Section 5 we have introduced a purely kinematic model for

muscles, which deforms at constant volume and whose shape is

controlled by high level user parameters. In this section, we show

how we extend this model ( Section 6.1 ) to deform the muscles ac-

cording to their reaction to the animation motion, e.g. muscle jig-

gling ( Section 6.2 ), and their surroundings: other muscles, bones,

or skin ( Section 6.3 ). 

6.1. Deformation modeling 

To imbue muscles with dynamic behavior, we deform their

shape by letting the control points p i of the central polyline C be

driven by physics-based simulation. While the two extremities m 0 

and m 1 of C still follow the kinematics of their skeleton, each in-

ternal point p i is represented by a particle animated by Position

Based Dynamics (PBD) [9] . Thus the muscle elasticity and collisions

are expressed as constraints solved with the standard PBD Gauss–

Seidel solver. This solver iterates on each constraint sequentially

yielding a correction applied to the particle’s position (see Fig. 8 ).

A strong benefit of our approach is that muscles are defined by

3D scalar fields, which yields very efficient distance queries and
llows to interactively resolve collisions ( Section 6.3 ), even for a

arge number of constraints and particles. 

.2. Muscle elasticity and animation-induced motion 

The mass of the whole muscle is set by computing its ini-

ial volume multiplied by the average density of muscle tissues

M 

= 1 . 06 g . cm 

−3 [72] . Each moving particle of the muscle’s axis

s assigned a fraction of this mass proportionally to the width of

he muscle at their initial position on the axis. 

The axis particles are tied together by elastic distance con-

traints which act as springs in the PBD framework. Each of these

onstraints is parameterized by its rest length l 0 and stiffness k .

he rest length is set as l 0 = 2% of the initial distance between

he central particles, to provide tension to the muscle axis. A rest

ength of l 0 = 100% is assigned to the first 10 % of the length of

he muscle at each extremity to represent the more rigid tendons

inking the muscle to the bones. The stiffness values k controls the

trength of the muscle tone. As discussed in Section 8 , in our setup

 value of k ≈ 0.1 generates a muscle following the motion of its at-

achment bones with lots of inertial effects, while a value of k ≈ 0.7

roduces a very tense muscle (almost no inertial effects). 

.3. Collision resolution 

In our body, the shape of muscles is constrained by the pres-

nce of rigid bones, other muscles, soft tissues, and skin. To gener-

te more plausible muscle deformations and to better capture the

ffect of volume preservation, it helps to resolve collisions among

he individual organs. The use of scalar fields in conjunction with

BD provides an efficient framework for collision resolution. 

uscle-bone collision. We resolve muscle-bone collisions by con-

training the particles to stay above a certain radius from the

ones. To do so, each particle behaves as a sphere which collides

gainst the bone surface. The collision radius of the particles p i is

et as w �( p i ) , that approximates the average radius of the mus-

le’s surface. Since the muscle’s shape evolves during the anima-

ion, this radius has to be updated every frame before the PBD

olver is executed. The distance between particles and bones is

omputed efficiently using precomputed distance fields associated

ith bone shapes (as illustrated in Fig. 2 ) or analytically computing

he distance to cylindrical bone proxies ( Fig. 1 ). 

uscle-muscle collision. We optionally model collision between

uscles in a similar fashion, by constraining the particles of one

uscle against the distance field f M 

of another muscle. This fea-

ure is useful for modeling complex muscles consisting of multiple

arts that would otherwise overlap. 

uscle-skin interaction. To represent the effect of the skin enclos-

ng the muscles, we add a third field-based constraint to keep the

articles themselves inside the 0.5-isosurface of the nearest HRBF

eld (see Section 7 for the integration of our muscle primitives

ith the initial HRBF f j in the Implicit Skinning framework). This

s especially useful for muscles whose shape runs astride a com-

lex joint such as the pectoral across the shoulder, since the ten-

ency of the axis is to form a straight line outside the body. It also

revents inertial effects from dragging the particles outside of the

kin in fast motions such as jumping or running. 

egularization. Additionally, to model the visco-elastic properties

f biological soft tissues, we introduce a global damping coefficient

of 0.9 on the velocities at each integration step of the PBD solver.

his damping models resistance due to interactions of the muscles
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setup with union operator with detail operator

Fig. 9. Left: a typical skinning setup with muscles and bone primitives blended with the HRBF field. Center: using a union operator yields singular points (red dotted line) 

and wrong gradient directions (red arrows) near the 0.5-isosurface. Right : the use of Canezin et al. [74] detail blending operator (right) avoids these problems, eliminating 

the singular points and yielding a smooth gradient. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 10. Breakdown of the Implicit Skinning pipeline with muscles. Steps pictured 

in grey are the standard geometric skinning pipeline, steps in brown are the Implicit 

Skinning correction algorithm and steps in salmon are our new anatomic-related 

workflow. Each arrow represents a direct dependency between steps. (For interpre- 

tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 
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ith other soft tissues (e.g. fat) and prevents long-term muscle vi-

rations by dissipating their velocity. Also, similarly to rigid-body

BD [73] , we add a tangential friction term for each particle which

ollides against a bone or a muscle. This friction force is opposed

o the current velocity of the particle, simulating the loss of energy

hen the two anatomical objects interact. 

. Integration with Implicit Skinning 

.1. Composition operators 

As explained in Section 4 , the dynamic deformations of our

uscles have to be included in the scalar fields f j (defined by

RBF) before they are composed to produce the final field f whose

.5-isosurface represents the skin. 

The field representation f M 

introduced in Section 5 is a distance

eld with a global support. Implicit Skinning relies on compactly

upported field functions and an homogeneous formulation is re-

uired to adequately integrate our functions [63] . We thus convert

ur muscles to compact support by composing f M 

with a fall-off

ransfer function as done for the HRBF fields described by Vaillant

t al. [7] . We then assemble together all muscular fields associated

ith a given animation bone with a union operator before blend-

ng them with the HRBF to produce the new fields f j . 

The mesh tracking step of Implicit Skinning ( Section 3 ) relies on

 gradient descent in the field f . Gradient directions should thus be

mooth and singular points (where ∇ f = 0 ) in tracking areas must

e avoided. The standard max union operator on field functions

75,76] is known to produce gradient discontinuities and we rather 

ompose muscles with clean union operators [77,78] that gener-

te a smoothed gradient. The blending of the assembled muscles

ith the HRBF introduces singular points along the muscle axis in

he fields f j . It also produces gradient directions pointing to the

one rather than the skin in the bone-facing part of muscles as

llustrated in Fig. 9 -center. This problem in implicit modeling has

een raised by Canezin et al. [74] when small details are added

o a large object with a blending operator. The solution is to use

he detail blending operator of Canezin et al. [74] that blends only

he outside part of the muscle without including the central sin-

ular points and the bone-facing parts in the resulting field, as il-

ustrated in Fig. 9 -right. 

During the animation, we want the skin to capture the underly-

ng muscle’s shape when it bulges out but also when it contracts.

n our approach, muscles are added to the initial HRBF skin ap-

roximation using a blending operator (union with a smoothed

ransition between the combined objects). This means that if the

uscle deforms completely inside the HRBF, it will not modify its
hape, leaving the skin represented by f j unchanged. In order to

eform the skin shape f j with all visible muscle deformations, we

educe the HRBF surface along muscles so that it represents a mus-

ular rest surface. The blending of the muscle primitives then lo-

ally adds the muscle shapes in the limb representation, and the

kin shape in this area follows the deformations of the muscles. 

.2. Integration in the Implicit Skinning pipeline 

Fig. 10 illustrates the framework to follow for the production

f an animation frame. At each new frame, the animation skele-

on is transformed to its new position. Data which is kinemati-

ally bound to the animation bones, such as the individual HRBF

elds, the muscles endpoints and the scalar fields representing the

igid bones are updated. Keyframed per-muscle shape parameters

eccentricity, activation and width exaggeration) are also updated

uring this stage. 

Next, the PBD solver computes the new position of the parti-

les. The PBD timestep can be set to a fraction of the animation

ramerate, which yields an overall stiffer behavior of the physics

ngine. After the new particle positions are computed, each mus-

le updates its sampled normals n i as described in Section 5.1 and

cales its width according to the new length of its axis, as ex-

lained in Section 5.2 . All underlying field functions are now set
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Table 1 

Summary of the scenes used for our results. The number of PBD con- 

straints is given for 30 particles per muscle. 

Scene # vertices # bones # muscles # constraints 

Arm shake 2172 3 4 456 

Biceps curl 2172 3 4 456 

Jump 19296 12 50 4250 

Run 19296 12 50 4250 

Fig. 11. Calf muscles in their least activated state (left; α0 = β0 = 3 , a = 0 ) and their 

most activated state (right; α1 = 4 , β1 = 8 , a = 1 ). Dorsal muscles are shown in 

their rest state ( α0 = 2 , β0 = 3 ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Average times in seconds per frame for our different scenes 

and 30 particles per muscle. Times are given for Implicit 

Skinning without muscles (IS only), for Implicit Skinning with 

muscles but without the PBD simulation (IS), and for the PBD 

simulation (PBD). 

Scene Standard IS IS + Muscles 

Tracking PBD Total 

Arm shake 0.008 0.013 0.055 0.068 

Biceps curl 0.005 0.015 0.042 0.057 

Jump 0.050 0.462 0.096 0.558 

Run 0.051 0.473 0.096 0.569 

Implicit Skinning
PBD Simulation

1.5

1

0.75

0.5

0.25

Arm shake Jump
0 5 10 20 30 60

t

0 5 10 20 30 60

1.5

1

0.75

0.5

0.25

t

# particles # particles

Fig. 12. Average times in seconds for the computation of an animation frame, for 

different numbers of particles per muscle. The brown represents the computation 

of Implicit Skinning excluding the PBD simulation, and the pink represents the PBD 

simulation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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and the final skin field f is ready to be evaluated by the Implicit

Skinning tracking to skin the character mesh vertices. 

8. Results and discussions 

We set up a variety of scenes ranging from simple motions,

such as an arm shake or a biceps curl (involving only a few mus-

cles) to challenging motions, such as jumping and running with a

fully rigged model. Please see Table 1 for details. 

Results were generated on a 3.6 GHz Intel Xeon E5-1650 CPU

with 64 GB of memory. Our method does not add significant mem-

ory overhead to Implicit Skinning due to the compact represen-

tation of muscles in memory. The blending operator of Canezin

et al. [74] and the optional cached distance fields for anatomic

bones are the only memory overhead required for adding our mus-

cle deformations. This represents less than 200 KB for the operator

and 8 MB per optional anatomic bone. 

The default shape setting for our muscles is α0 = β0 = 3 and

α1 = 4 , β1 = 7 , yielding a smooth symmetric shape in its inacti-

vated state and a significant bulge in its fully activated state, as

depicted in Fig. 11 , left. Other shapes are also used in large flat

muscles such as dorsals ( α0 = 1 , β0 = 3 ) ( Fig. 11 , right) or pectorals

( α0 = 3 , β0 = 9 ) ( Fig. 7 ). 

The stiffness of the distance constraints between the particles

affects mostly the inertial motion of the muscle: stiff muscles

( k = 0 . 6 ) tend to closely follow the skeleton’s motion while softer

muscles ( k = 0 . 1 ) tend to drag and jiggle much more. 

8.1. Timings 

Table 2 shows the average time per frame for each of our

scenes. For reference, we included the time per frame of standard

Implicit Skinning without muscles. While Implicit Skinning runs

at real-time frame rates even in more demanding scenes, adding

more muscles or increasing the number of particles per muscle in-

creases both the physics solver time and the run-time of the Im-

plicit Skinning algorithm itself. The former happens because more

constraints have to be solved, while the latter occurs because the

Implicit Skinning algorithm has to evaluate the muscle fields sev-

eral times for the neighboring vertices. Nevertheless, even with our
ost complex scene with 50 muscles each including 30 particles,

e maintain a total frame time below one second. 

When editing the muscle parameters it is possible to disable

mplicit Skinning to have interactive response times (up to 5–6

ps for the jumping model with the physics of all muscles acti-

ated). The parameters of each individual muscle can be tuned in

eal time, taking advantage of the fact that only one muscle is

dited. Also, muscles subject to small deformations can be repre-

ented by fewer particles, which reduces the number of constraints

nd increases the simulation speed while decreasing the evalua-

ion cost of the muscle scalar fields (see Fig. 12 ). Note that even

hough subtle in Fig. 12 -left, the muscle scalar field computation

ime increases with the number of particles. This increase is due

o the larger number of segments to consider for the evaluation

oint projection on the muscle polyline (see Section 5.1 ). 

.2. Volume conservation 

We measured experimentally the volume variation of our mus-

le models due to the bending of the central axis (see Section 5 ).

ig. 13 shows the variation of a numerical approximation of the

olume of different muscles during the biceps and the jump ani-

ations (using the volume of the representative mesh as a proxy).

he highest variation is approximately 3%. 

Our model also allows a user to transgress this volume con-

traint to amplify the muscle growth for expressive effect by tun-

ng the scale factor w of the muscles as shown in Fig. 14 . 

.3. User parameters 

Our model exposes two sets of muscle parameters, i.e. the ge-

metric parameters and the dynamic parameters, and a muscle

tate, i.e relaxed and activated. 
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biceps
triceps
radialis 1
radialis 2

0

−1

−2

t

t0

−0.1

−0.2 Abdominals
Dorsals
Left Deltoid
Left Pectoral

Fig. 13. Relative variation over time (in %) of muscles volume during, top - the 

biceps curl and bottom - the jump animation. 

Fig. 14. Left, normal biceps curl. Right, muscle width increased by 30%. 
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.3.1. Geometric parameters 

Geometric parameters are introduced in Section 5.2 with our

olume equations. They are α and β for the muscle longitudinal

hape, the eccentricity e for its radial cross-section, and the scale

actor w . 

As shown in Fig. A.16 , the value of α and β , from 2 to 9, con-

rol the position of the bulge along the axis and the sharpness of

ts rise on each end of the axis. The shape is symmetrical when

= β, with higher values corresponding to a narrower bulge. The

ore the values differ, the further the maximum point is from the

xis center. 

The eccentricity parameter produces circular radial shapes

hen e = 0 and smoothly interpolates towards more elongated el-

iptic cross-sections when it approaches 1, as illustrated in Fig. 5 .

ote that this parameter has a non linear impact on the ellipse di-

ensions. This can easily be compensated by adjusting the input

alue provided by the user, for instance when using a slider mov-

ng from circular to flat. 

The last geometric parameter, w controls the uniform scale over

he muscle width to adjust its global size. 

.3.2. Muscle activation 

Two different shapes of a muscle can be defined using the geo-

etric parameters α, β , e and optionally w : the muscle rest shape,

nd the activated state. A muscle activation is in general almost

nstantaneous and the muscle may change its shape from rest to

ctivation in a few frames. Our model can vary continuously from
ne shape to the other using the muscle shape interpolation at

onstant volume introduced in Section 5.2 . Once these two shapes

re set, the muscle state and its corresponding shape are defined

y the interpolation parameter a with a = 0 for the rest state and

 = 1 for the fully activated shape. 

.3.3. Dynamic parameters 

To be deformed in response to the skeleton motion as explained

n Section 6 , each muscle is parametrized by its mass, its rest

ength and its stiffness k . The PBD solver is also controlled by

lobal parameters: the timestep δt and the damping coefficient μ.

he mass, rest length and damping parameters are preset as ex-

lained in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 . Changing the global engine pa-

ameters is a possibility to access a wider variety of motions, but

his requires adjusting the stiffness of every muscle in the scene

o keep the muscles’ behavior consistent. This is a limitation of the

BD approach that is discussed further in Section 8.6 and we thus

uggest to avoid the modification of these parameters. 

In our experiments, we thus only provide a single dynamic user

arameter, the stiffness k , to adjust per-muscle to obtain a stiffer

r looser behavior of a given muscle. 

.4. Parameter setting 

.4.1. Keyframing parameters 

Keyframing is a standard approach for controlling parameters

ver an animation. All the geometric parameters and the stiffness

an be keyframed in order to allow the user to have a maximal

ontrol of the deformations. We linearly interpolate the eccentric-

ty e , interpolation a , scaling w and the stiffness k while α and

are interpolated with our interpolation at constant volume (see

ection 5.2 ). If required, any higher degree interpolation may be

sed for e , w and k . 

.4.2. User parameter setting 

The parameters can be set in an interactive muscle modeling

ession, using standard UI controllers such as sliders for the con-

inuously varying values e , w and k , and a set of icons for auto-

atically selecting the values of α and β . Common muscles of a

ody may also be preset, together with their activated shape and

irectly proposed to the user that just have to adjust the endpoint

ositions and the scaling w, optionally tweaking the other param-

ters. 

Once both rest and activation shapes are set, the interpolation

arameter a can be keyframed by the user or automatically set if

orces information is provided by the animation system. 

In our experiments, the manual edition of a muscle geomet-

ic parameters including rest and activation shapes in a prototype

cript interface takes around 10 min and the keyframing of the

uscle state interpolation a and its stiffness k takes a few min-

tes for about a minute of animation. The use of a dedicated UI

s the one provided in a professional software would greatly lower

hese timings by enabling the setting of individual muscles in an

nteractive visual session. 

.4.3. Automatic parameter setting 

One may consider automatic adjustment methods to set the

uscle parameters, for example by adapting existing anatomical

odels with Anatomy Transfer [79] . Another direction of investi-

ation is to use a data-based approach to set the muscle shape pa-

ameters from sparse motion capture marker inputs, by optimizing

he muscle activation parameters as proposed by Sifakis et al. [80] .

imilarly, muscular activity models such as the locomotion model

f Lee et al. [81] can control the evolution of muscle activation pa-

ameters. 
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Table 3 

Average times in seconds per frame for minimizing PBD con- 

straints, without and with collision constraints (muscle/bones, 

muscle/muscle, interactions with skin), in our different scenes. 

Scene PBD - only elasticity PBD - with collision 

Arm shake 0.003 0.055 

Biceps curl 0.003 0.042 

Jump 0.050 0.096 

Run 0.048 0.096 

Fig. 15. The arm bent from left to right with Implicit Skinning only, with our mus- 

cle but without resolving muscle/bones collisions and with our muscles and mus- 

cle/bones collisions resolved. Without collision, the muscle deformation in the mid- 

dle is very similar to the solution without muscle shown on the left. On the right, 

the collision makes the muscle deformation clearly visible. 
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8.5. Effects of collisions 

As shown by Table 3 , the addition of collision constraints in the

PBD solver doubles its convergence time on a full model. How-

ever, the use of collisions is mandatory as without them, two main

phenomena occur. The first is that a significant part of the mus-

cle grows inside the bone and neighbor muscles when it inflates.

This cancels most of the inflation effect naturally produced on the

skin by the muscle volume preservation and thus significantly re-

duces the deformation plausibility, as illustrated in Fig. 15 and

in the accompanying video. The second is the unnatural behav-

ior of muscles that are allowed to move through where the bones

should be, instead of moving around them (for instance on a shoul-

der). 

8.6. Muscle dynamics 

Even though PBD is appreciated for its robustness, fast execu-

tion, and ease of implementation, there are also certain trade-offs.

One issue is the dependence between the time integration step and

the stiffness of the constraints: larger time steps yield softer con-

straints, thus a more rubbery material. This issue could possibly

be avoided using the method proposed by Macklin et al. [82] , as

it could improve predictability of the results with different time

steps. 

Projective Dynamics [83] have been considered in place of PBD.

It averages all constraint projections in one global step which

limits oscillations. However, the pre-factorization of the global

step matrix in Projective Dynamics complicates collision resolu-

tion, especially in close proximity scenarios such as muscle-bone

or muscle-muscle scenarios. Therefore, we have for now decided

not to pursue this approach. 

Unless muscles are set with a too low stiffness, which is unre-

alistic as muscles are stiff organs compared to soft tissues, espe-

cially when activated, the muscle dynamic is stable or most mus-

cles (as pectorals, biceps, triceps muscles) even with muscle/bones

and muscle/muscle collisions enabled. Some difficulties may arise

when muscles undergo large deformations due to collisions. In this
ase collisions are strongly contradicting the muscle elasticity and

ndesired oscillations may arise. In such situations, our solution is

o pinch the muscle between two other muscles (as a small de-

omposition in fibers) and increase the stiffness. This is a limita-

ion of our model under its current form that would be interesting

o solve in further research. 

Another limitation when using PBD is that the jiggling of mus-

les may be hard to generate. While simple oscillations are easy to

btain (such as the one shown in the video on the biceps when

haking the arm), it is far more challenging to generate plausi-

le longitudinal jiggling as those expected on muscle legs during a

un, even acting on all PBD parameters. This is partially due to the

se of a dynamic system based on constraints rather than forces. 

.7. Integration in other skinning frameworks 

On the one hand, while our muscle primitives have been

pecifically designed to enrich the Implicit Skinning ap-

roach [8] , they may benefit weight-based geometric skinning

echniques [58,59,61] . In these systems, a set of weights is defined

ver the mesh for each muscle. Mesh vertices with non-zero

eights store the initial field value of the corresponding muscle

rimitives in rest pose. During the animation, muscle deformation

nd skinning are performed. Then, for each vertex with non-zero

eight, a displacement corresponding to its projection on its

nitial field value in the deformed muscle field is computed (using

or instance a gradient descent). Vertex positions are then updated

y applying the weighted displacements. 

On the other hand, real-time physically or dynamic based skin-

ing methods, such as position-based skinning [84] , usually rely

n a volumetrical mesh deformed by minimizing a function de-

ned by constraints. In that case, the definition and insertion of

onstraints transferring the muscle field function deformations on

he volumetrical mesh remains an open challenge. In addition, the

nteraction of these new constraints with the others will also have

o be specifically studied, especially because some of them may vi-

late each other. A way to avoid these issues is to apply the mus-

le deformations as a post-process, but all physical properties and

ventual collision-handling would be lost. 

.8. Limitations 

As can be seen in Fig. 12 , computations required by Implicit

kinning are the main bottleneck for a full model. This is due to

he very large number of field functions that are structured in a

omposition tree [85] and evaluated several times per mesh ver-

ex for the isosurface tracking. This phenomenon is accentuated by

he increased number of deformed vertices due to the muscle dy-

amics. Even though we use a bounding box hierarchy to avoid un-

ecessary field evaluations, there is room for specifically improving

he field function filtering and composition tree evaluations. We

urrently rely on a CPU implementation which is multi-threaded,

ut not heavily optimized. Both Implicit Skinning and PBD may be

fficiently implemented on a GPU, and it would be interesting to

tudy a dedicated GPU implementation including our muscle prim-

tives. 

The variety of muscle shapes produced with our model is well-

uited for the production of plausible body dynamics of a human

haracter. The main limitation is the application to non-fusiform

uscles as the pectoral, for which we allow the introduction of

isible deformations, but we provide a coarse approximation of

he muscle shape and the deformations could be enhanced with a

ore accurate model. Different types of muscle primitives may be

tudied to adapt to a larger variety of virtual characters, including

nimals and imaginary creatures. 
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. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have presented a method to animate a char-

cter’s muscular system which achieves expressive, artistically con-

rollable results while maintaining interactive frame-rates. 

To achieve this goal, we designed a family of shapes defined

s isosurfaces of a scalar field. These shapes mimic the appear-

nce of human muscles and are able to reproduce the contraction,

xtension, volume preservation and activation of the real mus-

les. Furthermore, we let the central axis of our muscles be driven

y physics-based simulation, thus enabling highly dynamic effects

uch as jiggling. Using 3D scalar field representation allows us to

esolve collisions efficiently between muscles, bones and skin. An-

ther advantage of this implicit representation is the ability to use

he muscles as skin deformers while reaping the benefits of Im-

licit Skinning. 

As future work, a sketching approach may be investigated, en-

bling users to sketch the muscle deformation in different poses.

e also believe that combining physical simulation with implicit

odeling for animation is a promising line of research. Indeed,

sing a similar representation for other anatomic elements with

ighly dynamic behavior and effect on the skin such as fat tissues

r cartilages (nose, ears) could improve the ability of animators to

fficiently produce realistic visual effects. 
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ppendix A. Muscle volume derivation 

The volume enclosed by the muscle’s surface is given by Eq.

3) 

 = πw 

2 l 

roof. 

 = 

∫ 1 

s =0 

∫ 2 π

θ=0 

∫ w �(s ) r(θ ) 

ρ=0 

ρd ρ d θ ld s 

Integrating in ρ yields: 

 = l 

∫ 1 

s =0 

∫ 2 π

θ=0 

( w �(s ) r(θ ) ) 2 

2 

d θd s 

= w 

2 l 

∫ 1 

s =0 
( �(s ) ) 2 d s 

∫ 2 π

θ=0 

( r(θ ) ) 2 

2 

d θ

The integral in θ is the area of an ellipse of semi-axis length u

nd v (see Eq. (5) ) 

 = w 

2 l 

∫ 1 

s =0 
( �(s ) ) 2 d s πu v 

Since we enforce u v = 1 , it yields 

 = πw 

2 l 

∫ 1 

s =0 
( �(s ) ) 2 d s 

We also constrain 

∫ 
�2 = 1 , thus we have 

 = πw 

2 l 
on for values of α and β . 
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Appendix B. Derivation of function K 

The Euler beta function B is defined as 

B (α, β) = 

∫ 1 

0 

u 

α−1 (1 − u ) β−1 d u 

Let us define 

I(α, β) = 

∫ 1 

0 

u 

2(α−1) (1 − u ) 2(β−1) d u = B (2 α − 1 , 2 β − 1) 

which appears in the denominator of Eq. (4) . 

We define the linear interpolation �( s ) between ϕ( α0 , β0 ; s )

and ϕ( α1 , β1 ; s ), governed by the activation parameter a , such that∫ 1 
0 ( �(s ) ) 2 d s = 1 , ∀ a ∈ [0 , 1] as: 

�(s ) = 

(1 − a ) ϕ(α0 , β0 ; s ) + aϕ(α1 , β1 ; s ) √ 

F ( a ) 

where 
√ 

F (a ) is the L 

2 -norm of the numerator, i,e 

F (a ) = 

∫ 1 

0 

(
(1 − a ) ϕ(α0 , β0 ; s ) + aϕ(α1 , β1 ; s ) 

)
2 d s 

We show that F ( a ) can be expressed as a second-order polyno-

mial in a whose coefficients depend only on the chosen values for

α1 , α2 , β1 and β2 . 

Proof. 

F (a ) = 

∫ 1 

0 
( (1 − a ) ϕ(α0 , β0 ; s ) + aϕ(α1 , β1 ; s ) ) 2 d s 

= (1 − a ) 2 
∫ 1 

0 
( ϕ(α0 , β0 ; s ) ) 2 d s 

+ a 2 
∫ 1 

0 
( ϕ(α1 , β1 ; s ) ) 2 d s 

+ 2 a (1 − a ) 

∫ 1 

0 

ϕ(α0 , β0 ; s ) ϕ(α1 , β1 ; s )d s 

= (1 − a ) 2 + a 2 + 2 a (1 − a ) K(α0 , α1 , β0 , β1 ) , 

where K ( α0 , α1 , β0 , β1 ) is the constant term equal to: ∫ 1 
0 s α0 + α1 −2 (1 − s ) β0 + β1 −1 d s √ ∫ 1 

0 y 2(α0 −1) (1 − y ) 2(β0 −1) d y 
∫ 1 

0 y 2(α1 −1) (1 − y ) 2(β1 −1) d y 

, 

which can be expressed in terms of the beta function B as: 

K(α0 , α1 , β0 , β1 ) = 

B (α0 + α1 − 1 , β0 + β1 − 1) √ 

B (2 α0 − 1 , 2 β0 − 1) B (2 α1 − 1 , 2 β1 − 1) 
. 

�

Supplementary material 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be

found, in the online version, at 10.1016/j.cag.2018.10.013 . 
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